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ABOUT US
The Irish Safer Internet Centre is a partnership of four leading organisations –
Webwise, Hotline.ie, ISPCC and National Parents Council Primary - with a mission to
make the Internet a better place for children and young people. 
The partnership, under the coordination of the Department of Justice – Cybercrime
Division, has been appointed over a decade ago by the European Commission as the
Safer Internet Centre in Ireland, and is one of 31 Safer Internet Centres across EU
Member States, the UK, Iceland and Norway, and it is integral part of the INSAFE-
INHOPE networks.
The Irish Safer Internet Centre is co-financed by the European Union through the
Connecting Europe Facility: Safer Internet Programme. Under this programme, we
have just completed a project cycle which span over the period of one year between 1
July 2021 and 30 June 2022. As we are beginning a new project cycle, scheduled to
commence 1 July 2022, this report provides an overview of what we have achieved
over the last year.

The Irish Safer Internet Centre (SIC) has three main pillars:

AWARENESS
HELPLINE HOTLINE

An Awareness Centre – with an aim to educate and raise awareness in children,
young people, teachers, parents and professionals about online safety; the awareness
work is led by Webwise part of the Professional Development Service for Teachers, a
Department of Education & Skills co-funded support service. 
Webwise develop and disseminate resources that help teachers integrate digital
citizenship and online safety into teaching and learning in their schools. Webwise also
provide information, advice, and tools to parents to support their engagement in their
children’s online lives. With the help of the Webwise Youth Advisory Panel, Webwise
develop youth oriented awareness raising resources and training programmes that
address topics such as online wellbeing, cyber-bullying and more.
Each year in February, Webwise coordinates Safer Internet Day in Ireland, which has
become a landmark event in the online safety calendar. 

http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/Cybercrime
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/en-GB/policy/insafe-inhope
https://www.webwise.ie/


A Hotline – operated by Hotline.ie, Ireland’s primary national channel where
members of the public can anonymously, securely and confidentially report
suspected illegal content online, especially child sexual abuse material and
activities relating to the sexual exploitation of children such as child grooming.
Since inception (1999) Hotline.ie has been working in close collaboration with
law enforcement, online service providers, government and international
partners to have child sexual abuse material swiftly removed from the
Internet, irrespective of where in the world it may be hosted, and ensure the
children in the imagery may be identified and safeguarded. 

Helplines - ISPCC operates Childline, which provides a 24/7 active listening
service across online, text and phone for any child or young person up to and
including 18 years of age concerned about something they have encountered
online, or other issues. Whilst, the National Parents Council Primary operates
the parent/adult helpline, dedicated to helping parents and guardians deal
with issues relating to online safety, including cyberbullying. The NPC also
provides parents with training courses, both online and face to face.    
Unlike any other partnership (consortium) in this space, the Irish Safer Internet
Centre partner organisations share skills and expertise to identify emerging
online threats, take direct action against them through the delivery of
bespoke evidence-based services, resources and programmes, whilst
providing support to children, young people, parents, teachers, with an end-
to-end approach. 

The Irish SIC provides a suite of complementary essential services in synergy
with the four pillars of the European Better Internet for Kids (BIK) Strategy,
namely (1) promoting positive online experience for children; (2) awareness
and empowerment (including digital/media literacy); (3) creating a safe
environment for children; and (4) combatting online child sexual abuse and
sexual exploitation. To learn more, read the BIK Strategy Implementation
Report

ABOUT US

https://www.hotline.ie/
https://www.childline.ie/
https://www.npc.ie/
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/documents/167024/2637346/BIK+Policy+Map+2020+-+FINAL+for+publication+-+November+2020.pdf/2eb2c71f-c6b7-8e16-cbf8-224e52f9008a?t=1606326324655


gathering evidence in respect of children’s experiences of online safety; 
parents’ responses regarding many of the same issues;
adults' experiences of digital technology use;
online safety practices and negative experiences online. 

3% of children surveyed, and 21% of 15–17-year-olds had experienced
something online that bothered or upset them in some way; making them
feel uncomfortable, scared or that they shouldn’t have seen it.
A quarter of such experiences relate to people being nasty to each other and
bullying (conduct or behaviour online)
About one in five reports relate to inappropriate or disturbing videos or
images (online content)

The National Advisory Council for Online Safety (NACOS) was established in
October 2018 as a forum for NGO’s, tech companies, and academic stakeholders
to discuss and work collaboratively on online safety issues. The Irish SIC partners
have been members of NACOS since its inception. One of the Council’s key areas
of work was focused on understanding the gaps in the evidence base about the
state of online safety in Ireland. To that end, the Department of Tourism, Culture,
Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media commissioned nation-wide research on behalf
of NACOS focused on: 

The research consisted of three nationally representative surveys, one of children,
one of their parents, and a separate survey of adults. Children and young people
in Ireland are immersed in the digital environment and enjoy extensive and
continuous access. Having a personal digital device extends across all age
groups. Three quarters of all 9–17-year-olds connect daily, spending an average of
2.1 hours online weekdays and 3.4 hours online per day during weekends. When
asked, children are largely positive in their attitudes towards the digital
environment. Children have mixed views though when asked if they feel safe
online: 41% say they feel ‘very safe’ and 40% ‘rather safe’; but 11% say they feel ‘not
so safe’. NACOS research findings reveal some of the negative aspects
experienced by children. 

The research provides much-needed (national) evidence-based understanding
on a number of topical issues, some of which will most likely require further
analysis and it will be of great value to the Irish SIC and the Council in carrying
out their work. As a first port of call, the partners of the Irish Safer Internet
Awareness Centre hosted a dedicated event to discuss the key findings of the
report in relation to parents and developed new resources to address key
findings of the research. 

 

RESEARCH 



Safer Internet Day (SID) is an EU-wide initiative to promote a safer Internet for
all users, especially young people. It is promoted and coordinated in Ireland by
Webwise, the Irish internet safety awareness centre. 

More people got involved in Safer Internet Day in Ireland than ever before!
183,000 people participated in almost 750 events registered on the Safer
Internet Day in Ireland Event Map. Addressing topics such as cyberbullying,
image-sharing, privacy, misinformation online, online wellbeing and digital
resilience. Safer Internet Day activities inspired a national conversation about
empowering people to use the Internet and technology in a safe, responsible
and positive way.

Events included lessons, webinars, workshops, making movies and podcasts,
writing and performing songs, creating posters, coding, quizzes, presentations –
and much more! Uniting thousands of people across Ireland to help create a
safer and better internet.

 

S A F E R  I N T E R N E T  D A Y  2 0 2 2



For Safer Internet Day 2022, Webwise and the National Parents Council Primary
launched the #TalkListenLearn campaign to support children and
parents/guardians online. The campaign raises awareness of the importance of
families having regular open conversations about the online world, to help
ensure that children and teenagers have a safe and positive experience.
This year's Safer Internet Day Event included an expert panel discussion to
explore and unpack emerging themes from recent research from the National
Advisory Council for Online Safety which highlights a gap in perception
between children and their parents regarding how children interact with the
online environment, the nature of their experiences, both positive and negative,
and the nature and prevalence of parental mediation of children’s interaction
with the online environment.

Moderated by Gavan Reilly (Virgin Media News Political Correspondent), the
event included contributions from CEO of the National Parents Council Primary;
Áine Lynch, Researcher and Deputy Chair of the National Advisory Council for
Online Safety; Professor Brian O’Neill, Child and Adolescent Psychoanalytical
Psychotherapist; Dr. Colman Noctor and members of the Webwise Youth
Advisory Panel. The discussion also offered potential solutions and
recommendations for further exploration.

NPC also ran a targeted promotion of the Internet Safety training for parents for
the entire week of Internet Safety Day 2022.

 

S A F E R  I N T E R N E T  D A Y  2 0 2 2



The #TalkListenLearn campaign is also supported by a suite of new resources
including:

#TalkListenLearn Topic Generator
A new Topic Generator has also been developed to help families have
conversations about online experiences in a fun, non-judgemental way. The
new tool provides children and their parents with broad questions about the
online world to help them to talk about the opportunities it provides, the
challenges that may have to be navigated, and how to seek support. Access the
Topic Generator here.

#TalkListenLearn Talking Points for Parents
Developed by Irish Teens: Nobody understands the online world of children and
teenagers better than their fellow young people! Based on their own online
experiences, these Talking Points have been created by 35 members of our
youth panel in consultation with over 140 students from across Ireland to help
parents approach the conversation in a way that will encourage their child or
teen to open up about their life online!

 

S A F E R  I N T E R N E T  D A Y  2 0 2 2

# T A L K L I S T E N L E A R N

https://talklistenlearn.webwise.ie/
https://talklistenlearn.webwise.ie/
https://talklistenlearn.webwise.ie/
https://talklistenlearn.webwise.ie/
https://talklistenlearn.webwise.ie/
https://www.webwise.ie/download/62690/
https://www.webwise.ie/download/62690/


Almost one quarter (24%) of parents say their children have been bothered
or upset by something that has happened online.
59% of parents are unsure of how often their child has been upset by
something online.
26% of parents think their child can cope with things online that bother or
upset them.

National Parents Council Primary - Parent Attitudes Survey 2022
To mark this year’s Safer Internet Day 2022, National Parents Council Primary
(NPC), in collaboration with Webwise (the Irish Internet Safety Awareness
Centre) and TU Dublin, conducted a survey to explore parental attitudes to
online risks and safety and effective parenting strategies to support children
online. The Safer Internet Day 2022 campaign was centred on the concept 
 #TalkListenLearn. NPC invited parents to answer a number of questions on
their knowledge of their child’s online behaviours, how they talk to their
children about their online activities, and the supports parents feel they need
to be better equipped to support their children’s online activities. The survey
was completed by over 1,000 parents. It found that although 72% of children
discuss with their parents what they do online, only 34% of them ask for advice
on how to act online, and just 1 in 3 children sought help with a difficult
situation online.

The survey also revealed:

Most parents (80%) feel that their child would speak to them should
something upsetting happen to them online; however, almost one-fifth (17%)
of parents do not know if their child talks to anyone about online experiences
that they might have found upsetting. The largest group of parents (42%) say
their child is either “not at all” or “not very much” able to cope with things that
upset them online.

Parents would like additional help so that they could be better equipped to
support their children online. 65% of parents would like parents’ information
sessions about online safety delivered online, while 45% would like them
delivered in person. 57% of parents would like website resources to be
available to them.
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To advise the Safer Internet Centre on all aspects of internet safety,
particularly as it relates to children and young people.
To participate in the concept testing process of developing our resources
e.g. Connected, Be in Ctrl, etc.
To advise on priorities for awareness raising activities and give feedback on
awareness raising campaigns e.g. #TalkListenLearn campaign:
webwise.ie/talklistenlearn/
To train their peers as part of the Safer Internet Day Ambassador
Programme.

Participating in the SID Ambassador Training Programme as peer trainers
and mentors and hosting the “Our Digital Lives” Guest Panel Discussion.
Four youth panellists represented Ireland on the Better Internet for Kids
(BIK) European Youth Panel. They got to participate in online meetings
where they met with their European counterparts to discuss online safety
issues such as media literacy and misinformation, mental health and online
wellbeing, artificial intelligence and children’s rights online. The BIK Youth
Panellists worked together to create awareness raising videos on each of
these topics to present to key internet safety stakeholders including from
education, government and industry during the Safer Internet Forum.

The Youth Panel consists of 35 second-level students from across Ireland who
want to stand up and speak out about online safety issues affecting young
people. The Youth Panel meets throughout the academic year to provide
Webwise with views and opinions of children and young people’s use of new
online technologies and to participate in the concept testing process of internet
safety awareness raising resource development and campaigns.
 
The role of the Youth Panel is:

 
The Youth Panel provides opportunities to have students’ views heard at
national and European level, so that young people can have a real say on the
issues that affect them. There are many great opportunities the youth panel
have been involved in throughout September 2021 - June 2022. Highlights
include:

Y O U T H  P A R T I C I P A T I O N

https://www.webwise.ie/talklistenlearn/


Over the two months leading up to Safer Internet Day, 146 students from across
Ireland engaged in an online peer-led training programme. The aim of the
training programme is to provide second level students with the knowledge,
skills and confidence to go back to their own schools/communities and lead an
online safety campaign/initiative for Safer Internet Day on the 8th February
2022. This programme was also supported by 30 members of the Webwise
Youth Advisory Panel, who acted as peer mentors to the Ambassadors over the
course of the programme.

Webwise hosted an evening webinar for teachers as part of the programme, the
webinar explored the topic of online wellbeing and supporting students
through the programme. Thirty post-primary teachers participated in the
webinar. The programme wrapped up with a guest panel discussion for
participants titled; "Our Digital Lives". It was an event for young people, by
young people. Members of the Webwise Youth Advisory Panel hosted and
guided the discussions at the Safer Internet Day event which looked at the
positives and the negatives of the digital world, with high-profile guests
including Miriam Mullins (TikTok Star); Shane Carthy (Dublin GAA Player); and
Dr. Elaine Byrnes (Researcher Psychology – Consent, Sexual Health Educator).

Y O U T H  P A R T I C I P A T I O N

S A F E R  I N T E R N E T  D A Y  A M B A S S A D O R  P R O G R A M M E

Our youth panellists have been able to represent the youth voice/views on
various online safety topics on panel discussions hosted by organisations such
as the Office of the Ombudsman for Children Digital Voices – Progressing
children’s right to be heard through social and digital media, Barnardos
Plugged In - Switched Off, Co:Re: Child Online Research and Evidence Youth
Policy Forum, a Youth Co-Design Initiative with Meta and more.



R E S O U R C E  D E V E L O P M E N T

In total Webwise (DWEC) disseminated 9,300 hardcopies of resources to
teachers and schools across Ireland. In addition there were approximately
20,000 downloads of the Webwise education resources.
Webwise in collaboration with PDST Digital Technologies, Health and Wellbeing
Teams and other online safety and education experts developed the following
resources and training courses in 2021/22; 

What is Coco’s Law? Lesson
This lesson is intended to support the delivery of the Lockers Junior Cycle
resource on the topic of non-consensual sharing of intimate images. The aim of
this lesson is to help students recognise the key offences under the Harassment,
Harmful Communication and Related Offences Act 2020 and the legal
consequences of it for young people. Students will understand that their online
actions have consequences for both themselves and others and that they are
accountable for their actions. Students will also feel empowered to speak up
about online sexual harassment and know where to go for help if it occurs.
The lesson can be accessed here:
webwise.ie/lockers/cocos-law-lesson/  

https://www.webwise.ie/lockers/cocos-law-lesson/


New HTML Heroes 3rd and 4th Class Lessons
Webwise have created two new additional lessons to the 3rd & 4th Class edition
of the HTML Heroes Online Safety Education Programme; Lesson 9. Chatting
Online and Lesson 10. Playing Online. These additional lessons are designed to
complement the original lessons of the programme where the online safety
themes and topics covered could be used as a follow on from the original
lessons. The centrepiece for each of the additional lessons is a short story
featuring the HTML Heroes, Ruby and Archie, as they navigate the online
environment and various internet safety themes and topics including respectful
online communication, and how to stay safe while playing games online. These
stories contain much of the exposition and key learning points of the lesson.
Corresponding lessons from the original programme will be outlined in the
Teacher Notes section of each new lesson.
The new lessons can be accessed here: heroes.webwise.ie/html-heroes/

Safer Internet Day Primary and Post-Primary Presentations
The Safer Internet Day PowerPoint Presentations (available for Primary and Post
Primary) are designed to assist schools in promoting awareness of Safer Internet
Day in their school. These include Primary school presentations for use with 1st
and 2nd class, 3rd and 4th class, and 5th and 6th class and looked at topics such
as exploring the internet for the first time in a safe and responsible manner,
cyberbullying and respectful online communication and online wellbeing. The
Post-Primary level presentation explores topics including News, Information
and the Problems of False Information; Managing Your Online Wellbeing;
Respectful Communication Online; Self-Esteem Online – The Full Picture. The
presentations can be accessed here: webwise.ie/saferinternetday/sid-
presentations/.

 

R E S O U R C E  D E V E L O P M E N T

https://heroes.webwise.ie/html-heroes/
https://heroes.webwise.ie/html-heroes/
https://www.webwise.ie/saferinternetday/sid-presentations/
https://www.webwise.ie/saferinternetday/sid-presentations/


Over 6,000 educators received digital technology support through the Digital
Technology Advisor service within the PDST Technology in Education including
online safety support and guidance for schools. This figure also includes student
teachers. Approximately 2882 teachers accessed online courses in online safety
during the project time including the two new courses outlined below.
Webwise developed two new online courses for educators in the area of Digital
Citizenship drawing upon the Council of Europe Digital Citizenship resources.

Post-Primary: What is Digital Citizenship and How to Teach it
This course aims to provide teachers with the knowledge, resources and
confidence to teach digital citizenship and to empower their students to be
safe, ethical and responsible online. Developed with Webwise and based on
online safety resources and activities from Webwise, participants will explore
what it means to be a good digital citizen. They will identify opportunities for
integrating the 10 domains of digital citizenship in their specific subjects. Topics
explored include online wellbeing, news and information literacy, privacy,
communication, ethics, empathy and more. The course contains good practice
videos filmed in three post primary schools and makes specific links to SPHE,
CSPE and the Digital Media Literacy short course.

Introduction to Digital Citizenship Education (Primary)
As society and technology evolves and the online environment becomes an
increasingly integral part of young people’s lives, digital citizenship education
plays a vital role. It is more than online safety. It is a way to help young people
learn the necessary competences to help them safely and responsibly navigate
the online environment. Drawing on lesson resources from Webwise (HTML
Heroes, MySelfie and the Wider World) and the Council of Europe (All aboard for
Digitown), as well as new videos showcasing teachers’ experiences of teaching
digital citizenship, this online course will help you to understand digital
citizenship and show you how to teach and model digital citizenship in your
classroom and your school.

Information on courses can be found here:
pdsttechnologyineducation.ie/onlinecourses/

 

T E A C H E R  T R A I N I N G  A N D  C P D

https://www.pdsttechnologyineducation.ie/onlinecourses/


Webwise.ie had over 2.5 million Page Views 1.7 million Users. While the online
HTML Heroes Online Safety Programmes had almost 48K Page Views. Webwise
Social Media presence includes 16,461 Facebook Likes, 15,880 Twitter Followers,
and 3,106 Instagram Followers. Webwise Videos were viewed more than 93K
times on Vimeo, and 110.1K minutes were watched across social media channels.

In February 2022, Webwise launched its annual social media awareness
campaign to coincide with Safer Internet Day. #TalkListenLearn was aimed at
parents, and encourages families to have regular, open and honest
conversations about the online world. Research consistently shows that many
children do not tell if something goes wrong online, and the campaign
highlighted the importance of talking to children about the benefits and risks of
the Internet, and also listening to what they have to say.
 

The #TalkListenLearn campaign included four awareness raising videos,
information packs for parents, resources co-created with young people, and an
online Topic Generator. The videos highlighted the effectiveness of
conversations about life online between parents of children and teenagers, in a
fun and informal way. Specifically developed resources for families include a
Family Agreement Template, tips to encourage conversations about online
safety, and the updated Webwise online safety booklet for parents.

C A M P A I G N S  A N D  R E A C H  



Webwise Teacher Webinar Series
Webwise hosted a series of free evening webinars for Primary and Post-Primary
teachers exploring a variety of topics including cyberbullying, image-sharing and
false information. The aim of the Teacher Series was to provide helpful
information, advice, guidance and resources to assist the introduction of online
safety into the classroom. The series was supported by experts in the area of
digital technology, SPHE, Academics and legal experts. The webinars gave
teachers the opportunity to explore key topics and resources across Primary and
Post-Primary to support the teaching and learning of the outlined online safety
topic.

The webinars were a complementary support to relevant PDST Technology in
Education online courses and also outlined the key online safety courses and
supports available from the PDST. The webinars were attended by
approximately 650+ teachers, and are available for teachers to rewatch or view
for the first time at:
webwise.ie/teachers/online-safety-in-the-classroom-webinars-for-primary-and-
post-primary-teachers/
 

 

A W A R E N E S S  R A I S I N G :  E V E N T S  

https://www.pdst.ie/
https://www.webwise.ie/teachers/online-safety-in-the-classroom-webinars-for-primary-and-post-primary-teachers/


reduce the prevalence of illegal content online, especially child sexual abuse
material and technology-facilitated sexual exploitation of children;
break the cycle of abuse and exploitation; 
prevent repeat-victimization of children.

Hotline.ie is the Irish centre of expertise combatting illegal material online. We
are a not-for-profit organisation working in close collaboration with law
enforcement, Irish government, tech companies, and NGOs, to make the
Internet a safer and more inclusive place for children, young people and adults
alike.

We work to:

Since 1999, Hotline.ie has been providing people residing in Ireland with a free,
secure, and confidential web-reporting channel which is simultaneously distinct
and independent of law enforcement reporting channels and any one online
service provider own reporting channels. 

As such Hotline.ie handles reports across a wide variety of online services and
platforms, and has highly skilled and internationally trained
(INHOPE/INTERPOL) Analysts who assess every report that it receives against
rigorous standards and by reference to Irish law. 

We are part of a value chain, where we assist law enforcement by notifying only
quality leads, content that has been classified by our Analyst as contrary to Irish
law, whilst flagging child sexual abuse material (CSAM) that may be hosted
outside Ireland where there is compelling visual evidence in the imagery
indicating the child victim may be actually located in Ireland.

Hotline.ie works closely with a diverse mix of government and inter-
governmental agencies, law enforcement, tech companies and NGOs. 
Hotline.ie is a founding member of INHOPE and works in collaboration with 49
other hotlines worldwide to ensure the swift removal of CSAM from the Internet,
irrespective of where in the world the content may be hosted.

 

H O T L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S  

W e  c a r e .  W e  r e m o v e .  W e  d i s r u p t .  



H O T L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S  
Our operational procedures are approved and overseen by the Department of
Justice; we work in close collaboration with An Garda Síochána (Irelands’
National Police and Security Service).

In the period July 2021 – June 2022, Hotline.ie has received and processed
34,798 public reports and of those 16,437 were classified by our world-class
Analysts as child sexual abuse material sources (e.g. CSAM website) in most
cases leading to hundreds and thousands of abuse images and videos. This is a
270% increase compared to the previous 12-month period.

Of all CSAM reports, classified and actioned for removal by Hotline.ie (July 2021
to June 2022), 1 in 3 showed imagery involving penetrative sexual activity
between adults and children including rape and sexual torture.

59% of all CSAM reports for the period showed pre-pubescent children
estimated age 4 to 12 years, whilst 2% showed infants, children estimated age 3
and younger, and 39% showing pubescent children estimated age 13 to 16 years.

86% of the CSAM reports featured girls, 8% boys and 6% involved both girls and
boys. CSAM reports featuring girls and boys individually have increased by 4%
and 1% respectively since the previous 12-month period. 

Hotline.ie is the recognised “authority” for CSAM Notice and Takedown in
Ireland, and all CSAM reports identified by Hotline.ie as hosted in Ireland have
been removed, on average, within 24 hours from issuing the NTD to the
appropriate online service provider. For further analysis of facts, figures and
finding you can read the Hotline.ie Annual Reports, which are all available in
digital format here.

1 child sexually abused and exploited is 1 too many. The team at Hotline.ie
never loses sight of the fact that, whilst we are talking about online images
and videos, we are talking about real children, real abuse, real suffering, and
real repeat-victimisation of children.

For child sexual abuse imagery to exist online a crime has been committed in
real life, a child has been sexually exploited and often actually raped. As such,
these images and videos are documented evidence of the crime committed.

https://www.hotline.ie/publications/
https://www.hotline.ie/publications/


When CSAM is uploaded to the Internet it becomes a permanent record of the
child’s abuse. With each repeat viewing and sharing online the child is further
victimised and exploited. While the rapid removal of illegal content online is
extremely important to avoid further victimisation and minimise the
perpetuation of online harms, of equal importance is a victim-centered
approach, to ensure that the children in child sexual abuse imagery may be
identified and safeguarded, and the perpetrators brought to justice.

With each child sexual abuse reference removed from the Internet, be it a
website, an image, a video, a forum, there is one less instance of repeat-
victimisation and a chance to give voice to an unidentified child victim who
may be suffering in silence, often out of fear, often because they are too young
to even speak. 

Whilst Hotline.ie mission is to eradicate CSAM from the Internet through, for e.g,
its swift removal at source, we work in close collaboration with law enforcement,
49 sister hotlines worldwide and international partners to ensure the children in
the imagery may be identified and safeguarded. For further information on our
partnership approach and latest figures and findings please read Hotline.ie
latest Annual Report People...Not Pixels.

Hotline.ie recognises that child protection and more specifically combatting
child sexual abuse and exploitation is undeniably a matter of public interest
and policy where cybercrime, corporate social responsibility, legal and criminal
justice as well as civic responsibility intersect.

Aside from delivering the hotline service, Hotline.ie has continued to contribute
at national, European, and international level, by sharing its expertise, findings,
and knowledge through support actions with the view that actions and
interventions in this space should be calibrated and united for a comprehensive
approach to child online safety across Europe and beyond, and thus having the
potential of transformative impact.

Hotline.ie’s vision of contributing foundational building-bricks to a digital
world where child victims of sexual abuse are quickly identified and removed
from harm and where child sexual abuse and exploitation is extremely difficult
to exchange and consume online, is what fuels our commitment, which
continues every day.

H O T L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S  



If you would like to learn more about Hotline.ie’s work in an international
context, the importance of cross-disciplinary and cross- border collaboration, we
invite you to listen to a 44-minute radio documentary. In this sensitively made
documentary you will hear accounts from a survivor of child sexual abuse,
Hotline.ie and IWF Analysts, and a Detective in the Online Child Exploitation
Unit of An Garda Síochána. Whilst we are acutely aware that child sexual abuse
and exploitation is an extremely sensitive and difficult topic, it can no longer be
deemed as too sensitive or taboo to discuss in polite society. The cost of not
knowing might be immense.

 
 

“Age, Sex, Location” - RTÉ Radio 1 Documentary
Available on Spotify, Apple Podcasts,

or play.acast.com
 

H O T L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S  

https://www.rte.ie/radio/doconone/1162936-age-sex-location


H E L P L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S :  C H I L D L I N E  B Y  I S P C C

Provision of Child Helpline
ISPCC operated its helpline Childline (available
via online, text and phone) for children and
young people up to the age of 18 years for
dealing with harmful contact (e.g., grooming,
online abuse), harmful conduct (e.g.,
cyberbullying, hate speech, sexting) and
undesirable or harmful content throughout the
12-month period.

ISPCC provided the helpline service for the
entirety of the period 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022
on a 24-hour basis. The online, text and phone
service provided an active listening service
response to children and young people, on a
real-time basis, providing support and informal
guidance. The service was provided, in the main,
by trained volunteers with overnight shifts
(10pm – 10am) and busy periods (school holiday
periods) covered or enhanced by paid call
facilitator staff members and a sessional panel
to cover annual leave.
 
The availability of a 24-hour helpline for children and young people to talk about
any issues or concerns they have in relation to Internet safety is very important.
The fact that children and young people could contact by online, text and
phone means that they could choose the medium they prefer and could
engage with a trained facilitator at a time that suited them.

Building resilience and coping skills in an online world is equally as important as
in face-to-face interactions. Childline facilitates this and focuses on the child
rather than the issue being presented. This focus on the individual child to
develop their coping skills through better understanding of their thoughts and
resulting actions enhances resilience.

All children and young people also had ongoing access to relevant content on
Childline.ie.



C H I L D  H E L P L I N E  D A T A  A N D  I N S I G H T S
ISPCC’s child helpline Childline received 108,689 phones only contacts and
responded to 88,056 of these and 25,989 online contacts from children (Web
chat 17,741, Text service 8,248).

The Hardiker Level of Need of children who accessed the Childline Listening
Service was as follows: 

Gender breakdown was Male 47%, Female 43%, 10% other/unknown.

Between July 2021 and June 2022, ISPCC’s helpline Childline received 3,196
contacts categorised as related to bullying or abuse. This accounted for 5.5%
of all categorised contacts during that period. Phones (58.5%) were the most
popular method of contacting the service for such contacts, followed by
Webchat (32.3%) and SMS (9.2%). Most children who contacted Childline with
bullying/abuse issues were aged between 12 and 16, with 14-year-olds being
the most common age bracket (14.3%). In terms of overall share – contacts on
the topic of bullying and or abuse equated to between 163 – 345 contacts per
month.

Between July 2021 and June 2022, ISPCC’s helpline Childline received 550
contacts related to online topics. This accounted for 0.95% of all categorised
contacts during that period. Phones (67.8%) were the most popular method
of contacting the service for such concerns, followed by Webchat (25.7%) and
SMS (6.3%). 

Bullied via Social Network and Emotional Bullying Online were the most
popular sub-issues in the ‘Cyberbullying’ category.

Most children who contacted Childline with online-related issues were aged
between 14 and 16, with 14-year-olds being the most common age bracket
(15.4%). The usual Childline user group is between 14-17 years, indicating that
online-related contacts are more common for a slightly younger age range.



Online-related contacts can be divided into the following categories;

Childline by ISPCC Social Media 
ISPCC regularly published online safety-related posts to its Childline by ISPCC
Instagram account to create awareness of issues, encourage engagement and
signpost to additional information resources. 

The Childline helpline online outreach video developed for schools during the
pandemic in 2020/21 continued to be utilised by schools viewed 556 times during
this reporting period. This video is hosted on the Childline by ISPCC YouTube
channel. 

C H I L D  H E L P L I N E  D A T A  A N D  I N S I G H T S



Outreach activities forms an important part of what the Childline helpline does,
working to ensure that children and young people are aware of the service. 

From 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022 ISPCC’s Childline team attended the Transition
Year Roadshow in Thomond Park in Limerick and the Schools Summit in Mayo
providing a great opportunity to engage with large numbers of its key target
audience and promote the helpline. 

Outreaches were also completed in primary and secondary schools and
community settings reaching 2,834 children and young people. 

The Childline team were also delighted to have the opportunity to chat to Ryan
of Ryan’s Real Irish Podcast about the Childline helpline and online safety issues
in August 2021.

H E L P L I N E  A W A R E N E S S  R A I S I N G  

https://anchor.fm/ryans-real-irish-podcast/episodes/Episode-4-Interview-with-Childline-and-Nathan-Mc-Keown-e1lkm5u


M A K I N G  M E A N I N G F U L  C H A N G E  F O R  C H I L D R E N

ISPCC’s Online Safety Policy Work 
ISPCC’s policy positions on online safety are reflective of the themes within the
EU BIK and BIK+ Strategy and it continued to advocate for meaningful change in
this area. It regularly contributed to the media on the area of online safety and
child sexual abuse online, highlighting and supporting the work of its Safer
Internet Centre partners.



S U P P O R T I N G  P A R E N T S / C A R E R S  
ISPCC Digital Ready Hub 
ISPCC is incredibly proud of its Digital Ready Hub, offering a direct response to
the issues parents/carers are concerned about as we heard through our support
line and helpline. This information and advice hub was developed to support
parents/carers and anyone who has children in their lives and wants to know
more about the online safety space so they can have informed and relevant
conversations with them.

ISPCC’s Digital Ready Hub continued to create new and relevant content utilising
experts in appropriate fields and delivered the content via video, interviews and
downloadable hints and tips. 

ISPCC is grateful for the ongoing support of the Vodafone Ireland Foundation for
the Digital Ready Hub.

ISPCC contributed to the BIK platform, a repository of case studies from
children and young people who contact the helpline, highlighting emerging
and evolving online safety issues.
ISPCC attended the annual Safer Internet Forum, an excellent capacity-
building opportunity to support its work across the helpline and online safety
policy position development. 

Contribution to the European Network



H E L P L I N E  H I G H L I G H T S

A listening service for parents where they are supported, given appropriate
information and signposting to other services where relevant, and an
opportunity to explore options. 
In the Helpline Service parents can also explore ways of supporting their
children with bullying issues and/or help prevent their child from being
bullied; being exposed to harmful contact (grooming), conduct
(cyberbullying), or content and other uncomfortable or scary experiences of
using online technologies. 
The Helpline may also make child protection reports relating to grooming
and cyberbullying to the appropriate authority for appropriate action. 

National Parents Council Primary Helpline
The NPC helpline is a national confidential service for parents. The helpline staff
listen and give information and support to parents to help them make the best
possible decisions for and with their children. The Helpline is open Monday -
Friday 10am - 4pm and takes phonecalls, emails and there is now a webchat
option via the homepage of our website www.npc.ie.

The Helpline has received 4,122 calls, emails and webchats during this 12 month
period, parents call us on a number of parenting issues many related to bullying.
Very often parents contact our helpline with more traditional forms of bullying
but in the course of the conversation it can become apparent that there is an
online element of bullying linked to the more traditional form of bullying that
was initially being the reason for the call. 

The objectives of the Helpline are:

SUPPORTS OFFERS TO PARENTS
When there was a bullying issue reported, parents were supported in a range of
ways to emotionally and practically support their child. This included how to
engage with the class teacher, principal of the school and the school’s anti
bullying policy. For support parents were also signposted to the Webwise
website and to the ‘Parents Guide to a Better Internet’ publication. Parent
leaders were also encouraged to schedule an Internet Safety training session for
the parents in their school.

http://www.npc.ie/


NPC began delivering Internet Safety Training to parents in September 2007.
NPC delivers its training programmes during the Primary school year. The
Internet Safety Programme is one of the most requested training programmes
National Parents Council Primary offers parents.

The overall objective of the sessions was to provide parents with enough
information and skills so that they will be able to engage in their children’s online
lives. It is vital for parents to be informed around the benefits and the risks of
their child’s internet usage, know where they can get support and more
information if they require it and have a space where they can discuss any
concerns or issues they might have.  

Parents were introduced to strategies to help their children be responsible,
effective and safer Internet users. This training session also looked at cyber
bullying. The training session explored setting boundaries around children’s
Internet usage as an important aspect of keeping them safe on-line. The training
also supported parents to reflect on how they role model to their children in the
ways they as parents use technology and the internet. A template for making a
family agreement was developed to enable families to firstly identify the type of
online activities they are currently engaging in and what might be an
appropriate amount of time should be spent on that activity. The template also
gives space for discussion about what to do if things go wrong online. It
promotes the importance of parents having good open communication with
their children about their internet lives, as with all other aspects of their lives. 

 
 

I N T E R N E T  S A F E T Y  T R A I N I N G



Advice and information about online usage
Protecting their child with regard to online usage
Communication skills and tips
Positive parenting skills

NPC delivered 106 training sessions for Internet Safety to 1,804 parents across 26
counties in Ireland.  

99% of parents reported that they had an improved understanding of their child’s
social media use.  

98% of parents said they felt more confident in supporting their child’s online
usage.

95% of parents believed they would be more confident to engage with their child
if there was a cyber bullying issue. 

The elements of the training session that parents found the most useful were:

NPC also have an online Internet Safety training session on their website
www.npc.ie which was accessed over 600 times during this 12 month period. 

 
 

I N T E R N E T  S A F E T Y  T R A I N I N G

http://www.npc.ie/


Gives information on latest online trends and apps and the most recent
technological developments
Brings together experts and other relevant stakeholders around child
online safety and provides them with guidance and capacity building
opportunities and events, such as training meetings to Safer Internet
Centres or the yearly Safer Internet Forum
Coordinates the yearly flagship event Safer Internet Day
Offers a repository of educational resources and videos, in all EU languages,
helping children and young people, parents and teachers to discover the
online world safely

Partner websites - Webwise, Hotline.ie, ISPCC, National Parents Council
Primary 
To report illegal content online go to hotline.ie/report

The Irish Safer Internet Centre is part of a European network of 31 Safer
Internet Centres – co-financed by the European Union through the
Connecting Europe Facility Programme and cooperating under the Better
Internet for Kids core service platform. The Irish SIC take a very active role in
the work of the network by sharing best practices and resources, attending
network events, exchanging expertise and knowledge and contributing data
and stats about our work. Furthermore, each of the part organisations
collaborate closely with cross-border associated services (awareness centres,
hotlines and helplines) on service-specific online safety matters.  

What does the betterinternetforkids.eu platform offer?

Irish Safer Internet Centre Contacts / References

The Irish Safer Internet Centre vision is a positive and inclusive digital world
where children are safe and protected. Our work continues every day and
we look forward to reporting further progress.

CONTRIBUTION TO EUROPEAN NETWORK

https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/apps-guide
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/policy/campaigns-and-events
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/policy/safer-internet-forum
https://www.saferinternetday.org/
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/resources
https://www.webwise.ie/
https://www.hotline.ie/
https://www.ispcc.ie/
https://www.npc.ie/
https://www.hotline.ie/contact-us/report
https://www.hotline.ie/contact-us/report
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/en-GB/



